
SPECIALCONTRIBUTION

best way to improve specificity is to detect and eliminate
artifacts (1â€”3).

SPECT SYSTEM QUALITY CONTROL

When attempting to eliminate artifacts, the first area on
which to focus is quality control of the SPECF imaging
system. When imagedataareanalyzed quantitatively,as in
bull's-eye reconstruction, artifactsare more difficultto dis
tinguish from true perfusion defects. Multidetector SPEC!'
cameras present even more quality control problems and
consequent artifacts. With advances in technology, image
data are processed in more sophisticated ways which cam
ouflage artifactsmore easily recognized in raw images.

As physicians who interpretthese images, we must re
mainclose to our technology so we can detect these errors.
As a rule, bull's-eye reconstructionsand other quantitative
analyses should be interpretedonly aftercareful inspection
of raw SPEC!' images. Similarly, a SPEC!' study should
never be read without first looking at the rotating planar
projections on the computer display monitor.

Uniformity
Flood fields must be tested daily for uniformity. Non

uniform flood fields can cause major problems. When the
hot and cold areas of a nonuniform flood field are back
projected, ring artifactsoccur in transaxial slices (Fig. 1).
Concentric ring artifacts similarly can occur in bull's-eye
(polar map) displays. If the interpreter is not aware of these
artifacts, such studies can be misinterpreted as multivessel
disease. When ring artifacts are observed, discontinue
SPEC!' imaging with that camera, reacquire the flood field
and correct the cause of nonuniformity.

Center of Rotation
The center of rotation is not always stable; it must be

checked routinely and, when necessary, corrected. When
the center of rotationis not stable, line sources that should
create an image of discrete dots become deformed or
blurreddue to mispositioningof the backprojectedpoints.
If the center of rotation in off byjust one or two pixels, the
misaligned data can create artifactual defects in the SPEC!'
imageandthe bull's-eye reconstruction.As mentionedpre
viously, the defect is more difficult to recognize as an

AlthoughmyocardialperfusionimagingwithSPECTis an accu
rate and reliablediagnosticstudy, artifactsmust be avoided, or
detected and corrected, to minimize the rate of false-positive
results. Common sources of artifacts are nonuniformity in
gamma camera detectors, center of rotationerrors, misaligned
cameras on muftidetectorscanner systems, errors in image re
construction,patient motion,radiotraceruptake in nontarget or
gans and attenuation.Some ofthese artifactscan be avoidedby
qualitycontrolof instrumentationand by imagingthe patientina
prone rather than supine positionto separate rad@traceractivity
fromthe target and nontargetorgans and to reduce the effectof
inferiorwallaftenuation.Otherartifactscan be detected by care
ful image inspection and corrected by reprocessing. The best
way to avoid artifactsis to pay very close attentionto the tech
nical factors of image acquisitionand processing, and to be
aware of attenuationfactors.
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PECT myocardial perfusion imaging with radiotracers
can detect coronary artery disease (CAD) with approxi
mately 90% sensitivity and nearly 80% specificity. Al
though this accuracy is acceptably high for a diagnostic
test, the reality is that sensitivity and specificity are not
100%.

Unless referringphysicians understandthe ramifications
of 80% specificity, they may become discouraged when
some of their patients with positive myocardial perfusion
studies undergo the pain and expense of cardiac catheter
ization on a regularbasis, only to discover that their an
giograms are normal.

As nuclear medicine imaging specialists, we need to be
vigilant about improving the specificity of our studies by
eliminating the known sources of false-positive scans. The
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FIGURE 3. Summed planarprojectionimages without(left)and
with(right)patientmotion.

Bull's-Eye Reconstruction
Incorrect slice selection in bull's-eye processing can

eliminate crucial diagnostic data in the quantitative analy
sis, particularlyat the apex or base of the left ventricle.
Incorrect axis selection can create a more subtle problem.

When selecting the long-axis of the ventricle, for exam
ple, the axis should exactly bisect the ventricular cavity.
Incorrect axis selection may: (a) foreshorten normal yen
tricularwalls, creating apparentbasal defects; (b) displace
the apical â€œdimple,â€•creating an apparentperi-apicalper
fusion defect; (c) or misplace true perfusion defects (Fig.
2), causing the interpreting physician to identify the in
volved vascular territory inaccurately. Two other opera
tor-dependent stepsâ€”selectionof the left-ventricularcen
ter on short-axis slices and assignment of the radius of
search to determine the maximumcount pixelâ€”canresult
in improper sampling of the myocardium, compromising
determination of defect extent. Even skilled and experi
enced technologists can, on occasion, make processing
decisions that result in these artifacts.

PATIENT MOTION

Motion as little as one pixel in magnitude can create
SPEC!' perfusion scan abnormalities that can be miscon
strued as perfusion defects (4). Restrictingpatient motion
is an ongoing challenge. Making sure that the patient is
comfortable and immobile is an extremely important job
for the technologist. When patients are confused or unco
operative, however, this job is difficult. The best way to
detect patient motion artifacts is by looking for vertical,
horizontalor rotationalmotion in rotatingplanarimages on
the computer's display monitor.

The summedplanarimages in Figure3 arefrom a patient
who slid down on the table about 3 pixels halfway through
the acquisition. When this image is reconstructed, the
problem is similar to a center of rotation error. The front
andback of the heartare backprojectedon differentpoints
in the reconstruction matrix, resulting in misalignmentof
the two myocardial walls. Such misalignment can create
artifacts that resemble anterior and inferior perfusion de
fects (Fig. 4). Fortunately, when this type of motion arti
fact is detected, it can often be corrected by shifting image
frames to eliminate the artifact.

On Figure 4, note the curvilinearâ€œtailsâ€•of activity that
extend from the defects, which are characteristic of a mo
tion artifacton SPEC!'. Similartails can be observed with
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FiGURE 1. Ring artifactin horizontallong-axis slices due to a
defectivephotomuttipliertube in a regionof the scintillationcrystal
overlyingthe leftventricle.

artifact on the bull's-eye image than on the tomographic
slices.

Multidetector Alignment
With dual- and triple-headedSPEC!' cameras, misalign

ment of detector heads can create artifacts that resemble
perfusion defects. An error in one detector of a triple
headed SPECT scanner can translateinto multiple defects
on the SPEC!' image.

FiGURE 2. Correct long-ads selection from the diagrammed
transaxialtomographicslice resultsina bull's-eyeimagewithre
gions of physk@ogicalIydecreasedcountdensity(cross-hatched
areas)atthebase oftheseptumduetothe membranousseptum,
and at the apex due to anatomic thinning. With incorrect long-axis
selectiona semilunarartifactiscreatedattheperipheryofthelateral
wall.Theapexisshiftedanteriorly,creatingacomma-shapedartifact
in the septum,correspondingto the reg@nof physiokgica@cal
thinning.
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FIGURE 6. Tomographicshort-axisstressand restslices(top)
and polar maps (bottom) from a female patient with large breasts.
FIXed breast attenuation artifacts are present In the anterior wall.
Reprinted with permission from Raven Press, New York, NY,from
GardiacSPECTI994: in press.

FIGURE 4. Short-axisstressand restm@Tc@sestamibiSPECT
imagesfroma patientwho movedapproximatelytwopixelsinthe
verticaldirectionduringbothImageacquisitions.

center of rotationerrors (Fig. 5). When imagingwith @Â°â€˜Tl,
this type of motion artifact is easy to overlook because it
only makes the image a bit more blurry. With @â€˜@â€˜Tc-la
beled perfusion agents, however, this type of motion arti
fact is more clearly defined.

RADIOTRACER UPTAKE IN NONTARGET ORGANS

Overlapping bowel or liver activity in resting images,
with either 20111or @Tcperfusionradiotracers,can create

CARDIAC PHANTOM WITH NO DEFECTS
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â€œpseudo-redistribution,â€•making a fixed defect look re
versible. On the tomographicslices, a recognizable loop of
bowel or liver activity may be adjacent to the heart. If the
activity fromnontargetorgansis mistakenlyincludedin the
radiusof search for bull's-eye reconstruction, the bowel or
liver activity is backprojected onto the heart and is in
cluded in the polar map as myocardial activity. If this
activity overlaps a fixed defect, it appears as if the defect
has â€œfilledin,â€•resulting in misdiagnosingischemia where
only infarction is present. One way to help prevent thin
problem is to image patients in a prone ratherthan supine
position, which moves the bowel and liver further away
from the heart.

In some cases, excreted @Â°@Tc-sestamibiin the duode
num may reflux into the stomach, particularly in patients
with hiatal hernias. Radiotraceractivity in the stomach is
often particularlydifficultto separate from myocardialup
take.
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FiGURE 5. Short-axistomographicslices of a cardlacphantom
withnotruedefects.Centerofrotationerrorsofone,twoandthree
pixelsare simulated.Opposedanteriorand inferiorartifactsare
created as wellas curvilinearlaBsâ€•of activityextendingfromthe
edges ofthe defects.ReprintedwithpermissionfromRavenPress,
NewYork,NY,fromCa,diacSPECT1994:inpress.
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ATrENUA11ON

Attenuationartifactscan cause problemswith both @Â°â€˜Tl
and @â€˜@Tcmyocardial perfusion imaging, although they are
less frequent with sestamibi than with thallium. Planar
projection images from female patients with large breasts
can show photopenic artifacts overlying the anteriorwall
of the left ventricle. When these data undergo SPEC!'
reconstruction, it can be difficult to differentiate scar tissue
from an attenuationartifact(Fig. 6).

The left hemidiaphragm,the position of which usually
can be detected in rotating planar images, often causes
attenuation artifacts. Thin problem can sometimes be
avoided by imagingthe patient in a prone position, which



7). Gated SPEC!' data, however, should be interpreted in
lightof the patient's clinical history andelectrocardiogram,
both of which are also useful in increasing diagnostic cer
tainty with regard to the presence or absence of prior
myocardial infarction.

CONCLUSION

Although myocardial perfusion imagingwith SPEC!' is
an accurate and reliablediagnostic study, artifactsmust be
avoided, or detected and corrected, to minimize the rateof
false-positive results. Common sources of artifacts are
nonuniformity in gamma camera detectors, center of rota
tion errors, misaligned camera heads, errors in image
reconstruction, patient motion, radiotraceruptake in non
target organs and attenuation. The best way to avoid aPi
facts is to pay very close attention to the technical factors
of image acquisition and processing and to be aware of
attenuationfactors.
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FiGURE 7. End-dIaStOlICand end-systolicmd-ventricularshort
axis (top)andverticallong-axis(bottom)sI@esfromthe patientin
Figure6. Notenormalwallmotionandthickening(intensification)of
the anteriordefect,favoringattenuationartifactratherthanscar.
Reprintedw@ permissionfromRavenPress, NewYork,NY,from
Caidiac SPECT 1994: in press.

moves the diaphragmdown and the heart up, minimizing
diaphragmatic attenuation.

Another method to recognize attenuation artifacts is to
perform gated myocardial perfusion studies, which can be
done with @â€œFc-sestamibi(4). When a perfusion defect is
not visible consistently at both diastole and systole, it is
more likely an attenuationartifactthan a true defect (Fig.
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